Good afternoon my name is Dan Alford thanks for hanging in there for this last
presentation I hope to make it worth your time
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From the headlines you might get the impression that a robot will soon be taking
your job.
Bill Gates and others have even proposed to tax robots to offset any job loss. This
makes me wonder where was he when his software running on personal computer
was eliminating typists and other office jobs? The free market system has always
been about improving efficiency. Farm tractors, washing machines, machine tools and
robots are all labor saving devices which make companies more competitive.
I can assure you that robots will not take all the jobs. Reality is that robots are
challenging to integrate, program and maintain.
This is good because it means that there is still a place in the world for humans.
My talk today is to share a bunch of case studies with you which may help you decide
which jobs to automate. What problems to look for and where technology can help
you solve these problems.
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I became fascinated with robots when I was a kid in the 60s reading Isaac Asimov's
robot stories. In the middle 70s I started programming in High School. Back then
mainframes were the only computers available. Since the statue of limitations has run
out so I can admit we ran up quite a large tab using the computer account of a
professor at the local university.
At the same time I enjoyed building things with metal which means I had to learn to
weld.
My fascination with computers and welding stayed with me through college.
I graduated in 79 when the field of robotics brand new and I was delighted to find
that a computer geek who could weld could actually find a job.
Most robots are bought to save money on labor so that is the top if my list.
But today I will show you case studies which justify robots on the basis of quality,
material savings, safety and productivity .
And I am going to talk about what can go wrong.
I am amazed at the range of reasons people have to automate and not all of them are
good.
Frequently the wrong project is selected just because it's cool but that is an
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emotional decision rather than a logical decision.
A common mistake is failing to match the technical ability of the integrator and the
shop to the technical challenge of the project.
I tell people that bad robots don't kill projects bad integrators do.
Finally you can have support from management the shop and the engineers
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When I ask a question the answer I hate the most is “It depends” so I will apologize in
advance.
I made this chart to help understand robot costs.
First column is robot second column is cobots what are a new class of robots.
These are collaborative robots which can work next to people.
Cobots have force sensors which detect collisions with people and prevent injuries.
This greatly simplifies guarding and integration.
Cobots are an interesting new technology which open up new possibilities.
In the right column you have NoBots or people.
As I filled in these columns I saw that the numbers are all over the place. As soon as I
listed an upper or lower limit I realized I could give you examples that exceeded these
limits.
What I'm trying to say here is I can show you trends but the hard numbers are very
dependent on your project.
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Here we have a very good online calculator of robot value.
You can find this on the robotics industrial association website.
The RIA is an excellent organization.
I particularly like the integrator certification program which addresses the issue of
integrator competence.
To receive RIA certification each integrator must pass a test demonstrating
proficiency in robotic integration and programming.
This online calculator is useful.
I've entered some data to estimate the savings which might be achieved.
This case we have a system cost of a quarter million dollars with 2 robots operating
two shifts a day 5 days a week 50 weeks a year.
We used $45,000 as a loaded labor cost per year.
Two welders will be eliminated but we retained 10% of that labor to operate the
machine.
We are expecting a 27% productivity gain and I've included $50,000 in estimated
savings on materials and reduced scrap rate.
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On this page you see the results,
This system should break even in 13 months with labor savings of 2.8 million dollars
and productivity savings of ¾ Million dollars.
If your projects are this simple then this website is great.
Unfortunately in my experience it is rarely this easy.
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Who can tell me what the biggest use of robots in the world?
I like to say that it is dust collection.
I have seen a lot of robots in storage doing nothing but collecting dust.
As I mentioned before there are many things that can go wrong with a robot project.
The point of my talk today is that until the robot is making good parts within your
allowable cycle time there will be no return on investment.
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A couple of years ago Malcolm Gladwell wrote the book Outliers and it was a
bestseller.
His thesis is with 10 thousand hours of deliberate practice you can become worldclass.
I read the book found it interesting but it really didn't apply to my world.
A few weeks ago I read Range by David Epstein on the same subject but with very
different conclusions.
Epstein agrees that in what he calls a kind environment where feedback is quick and
understandable then deliberate practice is beneficial.
This applies to athletes and musicians.
But he also describes another environment which he calls wicked.
In a wicked environment feedback is delayed, absent or confusing.
A wicked environment favors generalists. Generalists recognize similarities and apply
prior experience using analogous thinking.
Since I don't think there are many pro ball players and rockstars in this room I believe
that the book Range better applies to your wicked environment.
So if you're going to apply analogous thinking to solve problems you need prior
experience.
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You can get experience from reading or from the school of hard knocks and hopefully
from my case studies this afternoon.
I picked cases which represent failures and successes.
Cases which broke the rules yet succeeded.
I hope these lessons that I learned the hard way will help you with your future
projects.
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My first case study comes from the cladding industry.
Cladding all the internal surfaces of a valve for corrosion resistance is virtually
impossible with a shielded metal or stick electrode but I've seen it done.
Here you see a cross section of a valve completely clad with a high nickel alloy using
hotwire gas tungsten arc welding.
The lower right picture shows the torch reaching into the valve and welding the
interrupted bores.
On the top right you see a close-up of hotwire tig overlay welding process.
The preheated wire is fed into the weld puddle from behind the torch.
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I picked this case because there are hundreds of these machines running around the
world, so it must be a good automaton candidate with a good return on investment.
On the plus side it's a hot dangerous job.
It is not easy for a person to make these critical welds in confined spaces on
preheated parts.
Second filler materials are very expensive at $25 per pound.
3rd well repairs are costly or impossible because these parts can only tolerate a
certain number of post will stress relief cycles before they're scrapped.
In the minus column automation requires large expensive machines.
The irregular part dimensions and expansion due to preheat makes offline
programming challenging.
3rd TIG welding is not often automated due to low productivity. The weld metal
deposition rate typically around 1 to 2 lbs per hour.
The solution is to create a simplified programming system which allows you to create
a program with hundreds of lines by only teaching 4 points.
Second to increase the productivity of TIG welding you add the hot wire option which
preheats the wire before it is fed into the weld puddle increasing deposition and
decreasing dilution.
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So one of the lessons is that sometimes quality trumps speed.
TIG welding achieves better quality so we could justify the process and we offset the
low productivity by using hot wire to speed it up.
Second if you can't minimize programming simplify it.
By creating a very simple programming system you can generate a part program in 2
minutes which may take hours to weld.
I taught operators in Brazil how to program in less that a week and I don’t even speak
Portuguese.
3rd 2 pi R equals money.
The reason we took this job originally was the customer needed a consistent weld
thickness.
As you weld to the center of a flat surface like the bottom of a valve you have to
change part RPM as the circumference changes. This is a simple calculation for a
computer-controlled system but not practical for a human. The first layer of weld has
over 5% iron dilution, only in the 2nd layer is the dilution below the 5% limit. If the
first layer is too thick, then post weld machining exposes this diluted first layer
resulting in corrosion and catastrophic failure.
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My second case study involves Howard Hughes invention the rolling cone Rock bit.
I'm talking about Howard Hughes senior not Junior who who spent the money on
airplanes and actresses.
There are two areas on a rock bit which require overlay welding and they are very
different.
The first is the journal bearing.
This is a plain bearing without rollers which must be clad with a high hardness cobaltbased alloy to minimize metal-on-metal wear.
Second is the outside of the bit which must be protected against ground engaging
wear.
It is clad with tungsten carbide particles in a chrome nickel silicon boron matrix.
In both cases only a few years ago these coatings were applied with an oxy acetylene
torch.
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So on the plus side we have very expensive filler materials ranging costing over
$30/pound.
Plus the parts are very expensive at this stage of manufacturing and too valuable to
scrap.
The second reason is oxy-acetylene overlay welding it's not a skill taught in schools so
it's hard to find skilled oxy acetylene welders.
Finally failure in the field of either of these welds could easily cost much more than
the rock bit itself.
On a drilling rig bit failure means an expensive fishing trip to retrieve broken parts
from the bottom of the well possibly miles deep.
On the minus side automation of rock bit welding requires large expensive machines.
Programing is complex. and finally oxy-acetylene welding is not a candidate for
automation.
I frequently tell my customers it looks like we're going to have to change a rule so
which rule would you like to change?
First we changed the welding process from oxy-acetylene to plasma this not only
made the project feasible, it also reduced filler material cost because powdered filler
materials are generally less costly that rod or wire.
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And in some cases the materials we are applying are too brittle to draw into wire.
Complex Parts require sophisticated control strategies.
The system included several auxiliary axes, 4 welding power supplies as well as a
robot which had to be programmed offline.
3rd we took a page from the machine tool guys who began to automate years before
the welding industry.
Machine tools use a hand wheel to allow the operator to override the position of the
machine tool to accommodate dimensional variation in parts.
We found good repeatability within each batch of parts however there was enough
dimensional variation between batches that without the simple hand wheel interface
each batch would require reprogramming.
When I tell robot manufacturers that we must be able to override robot trajectory on
the fly many of them don’t understand. But welding requires it.
Finally we determined that the best return on investment would be integrate
loading unloading and two welding operations into a single cell.
The first lesson was taught to me by my customer in China years ago.
I asked why they bought 1/2 million-dollar robot to replace a single welder making
less than $500 per month.
They told me to compete in a global market manually welded parts were not an
option.
Finally we learned that by using a six axis articulated robot which is able to also load
and unload improved the ROI.
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My third case is was such a good candidate for automation that they did it twice.
In the original configuration dial table was used.
The customer quickly realized this was overly complicated, each station required a
separate program and the error handling took much too long.
Plus poor table positioning induced too much error.
Finally the induction pre-heating system was under sized so the robot would outrun
the preheater.
Your system is no faster that the slowest step.
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In the plus column this was a simple MIG welding process the welds required only
partial penetration and their part volumes were high.
On the minus column part variation was simply too much to weld blind without
adaptive control.
Our rule of thumb is if your weld location varies by over twice the wire diameter you
need some form of adaptive control to compensate for these errors.
But the biggest minus was the fact that their first system failed because the technical
challenges exceeded the ability of the integrator.
So the solution was to start with a clean sheet of paper and try to salvage as much
as possible from the old system.
Unfortunately only the robot was salvaged.
To compensate for errors and park dimensions we settled on the touch work
technique.
Which allows the robot to search for the part and shift the robot program to match.
The first lesson is a the big one.
Don't tackle a project which exceeds the technical abilities of your integrator your
operator or your programmer.
Second it's much cheaper to build a robot cell once than twice.
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The fourth case study is an automated rocket welder.
These are large parts made from exotic materials with tough acceptance
criteria requiring full penetration single-sided welds.
Any one of these four issues are enough to make an automation project challenging.
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On the plus side the part size and the quality requirement make automation the only
option.
On the minus side you can add to the challenges I have already mentioned low part
count.
Again we had to break some rules.
A robot is the logical choice for this application.
Six degrees of freedom and a well developed control system made an articulated arm
style robot a great option.
But as you can see from the photo the system dwarfs the size of even this large robot.
The robots working envelope is simply not large enough.
To overcome this limitation we placed the robot on a two-axis robot positioner.
The part was then placed on a 2 axis part positioner which allowed most welds to be
made in the flat position within the envelope of the robot.

So what did we learn?
Sometimes the cost of the robot is a very minor part of the system.
Second when failure is not an option then neither are humans.
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Finally having 12 axes of motion is not enough.
In many cases robot and part positioners must be coordinated to maintain constant
surface speed while moving both robot and the part.
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Earlier I mentioned that the coolest project may not necessarily be the best project
for automation.
In Japan they have many times more robots per capita than in the United States.
Particularly in the early days of robotics here in the US we were tackling the cool
glamorous jobs.
In Japan and other countries they were tackling the easy jobs.
A few years ago I was contacted by manufacturer of pipe supports.
Their goal was to automate welding.
When I visited the plant I asked to walk to the entire facility from receiving through
fabrication all the way to shipping.
One of the operations which occurred before welding was oxy acetylene cutting of
intricate shapes in the I beams.
I was surprised to see an old magnetic template Pantograph.
This is a very old technology which uses a small rotating magnet to trace its way
around a steel template while the cutting torch move along the same path. It's simple
and obviously it works.
But it is labor intensive and does nothing to solve the material handling issue.
I felt like the wise move would be to first automate the cutting of the parts before
tackling the welding automation.
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Not only was there a quicker ROI it would also result in more accurate parts which
would lend themselves to welding automation at a later date
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Since management initiated this project it was easy to justify
The high part count is always a good thing to look for automation
However this is a commodity with low margins which make ROI hard to achieve.
The technical level of the shop was low, so the system needed minimal programming.
The solution was to change from oxy to plasma with a robot and add a automatic
conveyor to fully automate the process.
Since there were only a few different parts the system could be preprogrammed and
require minimal maintaince.
Sometimes the customer isn’t right
Cutting is in may ways easier than welding. In cutting you impose you will on the part.
In welding the part imposes its will on you.
Automation of cutting means accurate parts which makes welding automation
practical in the future.
Because the three most important things in welding automaton are fit up, fit up and
fit up.
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So let's summarize. In my 40 Years of robotics I've seen technology improve which
makes projects easier.
But robotics is still a challenging profession there are very few integrators could last
more than a few years.
Storage rooms in the backs of companies frequently have failed robot projects
gathering dust.
Before you can see any return on investment your system must make good
parts within your allowable time cycle.
When calculating return on investment look beyond capital expenditures versus
labor savings.
Consider filler material cost, scrap rate, quality, safety and the effect on down stream
operations.
Sometimes simply automating your existing process isn't enough.
Innovate and consider all your options. This is your chance to think outside of the box
and change things up.
Get buy-in from management engineering and the shop
Don't install technology that doesn't match the expertise found in your shop.
Sometimes you have to add functionality to a project to make it economically Viable.
Sometimes you have to reduce functionality in a project to make it economically
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viable.
It is okay to do the easy jobs first and it is a great idea to automate cutting before
automating the subsequent welding
Finally fortune favors the Bold.
In a free market system the most efficient producer thrives.
If you don't automate your competition will.
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Thanks for attending today.
Im sorry I cant give you a simple equation to calculate how quickly a system will pay
for itself.

I hope you agree with me that the only robotic welding systems which make money
are the ones that run well.
And the best way is insure that a robotic welding system is a success is it to apply
prior experience and knowledge to the problem.
You must draw from your own experiences now maybe a few of mine.
Are there any questions?
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